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ABSTRACT: An industrial structure (PEB & CSB Frames) is analyzed and designed according to the Indian standards. 

Three models each for PEB and CSB are considered having different widths and a parametric study is carried out to access 

the performance of the models in terms of weight comparison, cost comparison and time comparison. In this study, an 

industrial structure (factory truss) is analyzed and designed according to the Indian standards, IS 800-1984, IS 800-2007. 

The various loads like dead, live, wind, seismic and snow loads according as per IS codes are considered for the present 

work for relative study of Pre-Engineered Buildings (PEB) and Conventional Steel Building (CSB). To compare the 

consequences of the numerous parametric studies to perform the variations in terms of shear  force, support reaction, weight 

correlation and cost evaluation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The India has the second snappiest creating economy on earth and a lot of it, is attributed to its advancement industry which 

figures just by cultivation in its money related responsibility to the nation. In its undaunted progression, the improvement 

business has found, devised and developed different advances, structures and things, one of them being the possibility of 

Pre-planned Buildings (PEBs). Rather than being close by made, PEBs are passed on as an all-out finished thing to the site 

from a singular supplier with a fundamental helper steel framework with associated mechanical office completed cladding 

and material sections. The structure is raised on the site by dashing the distinctive structure parts together as indicated by 

subtleties. PEBs are made using potential structure programming. The start of mechanical movement engaging 3d 

exhibiting and specifying of the proposed structure and coordination has disturbed Conventional structure improvement. 

Pre-Engineered Buildings (PEB) is the future for India. Most by far of the Indian business organize is essentially started to 

comprehend the upsides of PEB's. Where you have been working with concrete for whatever timeframe that anyone can 

recall, it is difficult to change. In any case India's most unique associations are seeing the benefits of PEB's. What is Pre-

Engineered Building? PEB are redone structures which are mix of created portion, hot moved fragment, cold molded part 

and profiled sheets reliant on client's essential and genuine arrangement calculations using diminished zones. Pre-

manufactured steel structures can be fitted with different essential enhancements including mezzanine floors, covers, belts, 

inside fragments, etc and the structure is made water proof by use of uncommon mastic globules, filler strips and trims. 

This is versatile structures systems and should be possible inside to serve any limits and adorned distantly to achieve 

appealing and momentous organizing styles. It is uncommonly good over the normal structures and is extremely valuable in 

the low rising structure plan. From the revealing to legacy no other structure system matches pre-planned structure system 
concerning rate and worth. Pre-Engineered structures are ordinarily low climb structures; at any rate the most extraordinary 

natural. 

hollow heights can go up to 25 to 30 meters. Low rising structures are ideal for work environments, houses, showrooms, 

shop fronts, etc. The utilization of pre-planned plan to low rising structures is very handy and brisk. Structures can be 

created in not actually a huge segment of the run of the mill time especially when complimented with other fabricated sub-
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systems. The most generally perceived and effective kind of low-rising structure is a structure with ground floor and two 

widely appealing floors notwithstanding housetop. The head of a low climb building may be level or slanted. Widely 

appealing floors of low rising structures are made of mezzanine systems. Single commended houses for living put in a safe 

spot least exertion for improvement and can be worked in a geographic region like over the top virus slanting domains, high 

storm slanted zones, plain land, exceptional hot climatic zones, etc. 
 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Aijaz Ahmad Zende, Prof. A. V. Kulkarni et al, (2013) “As it is seen in the present work, the weight of steel can be 

reduced to 27% for the hostel building, providing lesser dead load which in turn offers higher resistance to seismic forces. 

Comparison in the second example showed that even though PEB structures provides clear span, it weighs 10% lesser than 

that of Conventional Buildings. For longer span structures, Conventional buildings are not suitable with clear spans. Pre-

engineered building are the best solution for longer span structures without any interior column in between as seen in this 

present work, an industrial structure has been designed for 88m. With the advent of computerization, the design 

possibilities became almost limitless. Saving of material on low stress area of the primary framing members makes Pre 

engineered 

buildings more economical than Conventional steel buildings especially for low rise buildings spanning up to 90.0 meters 

with eave heights up to 30.0 meters. PEB structures are found to be costly as compared to Conventional structures in case 

of smaller span structures. 
 

C. M. Meera, et al, (2013) “This paper is a comparative study of PEB concept and CSB concept. The study is 

achieved by designing a typical frame of a proposed Industrial Warehouse building using both the concepts and analyzing 

the designed frames using the structural analysis and design software Staad Pro. 

 

Jatin D. Thakar, Prof. P.G. Patel, et al, (2013) "Relative Study of Pre-Engineered Steel Structure By Varying Width of 

Structure" Pre-Engineered product place of 25m , 30m, and 40m width and 6m Eave Height have been broke down and 

Designed by utilizing Staad Pro.2007 to comprehend the conduct of Pre – Engineered structure and to check in which case 

it accomplish the economy in steel amount by shifting straight separating as 4.5m, 5.5m, 6.5m, &7.5m. Configuration is 

done dependent on IS: 800. Yield worry of steel is expected as 540 Mpa in P.E.B product house. Examination results are 

watched for base response, segment second, beam second, uprooting at edge, dislodging at mid range. Investigation results 

are likewise looked at for each narrows dividing. 

 

 Sagar Wankhade, Prof. Dr. P. S. Pajgade, et al. (2014) "Audit Paper on Comparison of Conventional Steel Building and 

Pre-Engineering Building" Viably passes on that PEB structures can be handily planned by straightforward plan strategies 

as per nation guidelines. Considering the investigation, it tends to be reasoned that PEB structures are Zeichen Journal 

Volume 6, Issue 8, 2020 ISSN No: 0932-4747 Page No:155 more profitable than CSB structures as far as cost viability, 

quality control speed in development and effortlessness in erection. The paper additionally gives straightforward and 

conservative thoughts on fundamental plan ideas of PEBs. The idea portrayed is useful in understanding the structure 

system of PEB concept. Pre-Engineered Building is more prudent as contrast with Conventional steel building on account 

of the utilization of taperd area in pre-built structure amount of steel is lessen. Pre-built steel structures building offers 

minimal effort, quality, solidness, plan adaptability, versatility and recyclability.  
 

B K Raghu Prasad , Sunil kumar, et al. (2014) “Pre-engineered buildings have become quite popular in the last few 

years. The main advantages are speed of construction and good control over quality. However there is not much 

information on its economy. There are several parameters like the inclination of the gable, spans, bay spacing, which 

control the cost of the structure. In the present paper the above parameters are varied systematically and in each case the 

gable frame designed for the common loads DL, LL, EQ, and WL. The quantity in each case is obtained and finally the 

structure which regulates the lowest quantity of steel is recommended. 
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Subodh.S.Patil, Raviraj.V.Jadhav, et al, (2017) “This paper tells us about Design of PEB structure by simple method 

using IS codes. It also tell us the benefits of PEB structures than other structure. Because of systems approach, considerable 

saving is achieved in design, manufacturing and erection cost. 

 
Saman Shahid , Shahid Ali, et al (2018) “Pre-engineered building (PEB) quality design, pre-fabrications and fast erection, 

it is now being replaced by conventional steel buildings (CSB). In this study, 16 different 2D Frames were selected for each 

pre-engineered building and conventional steel building. By varying the tributary width and wind speed, the frames were 

analyzed by a software of structural analysis i.e., STAAD pro (V8i). A comparison was conducted depending upon base 

reactions, moments at eave, horizontal defection at eave, vertical deflection at ridge and steel take off. A building with 25 m 

width, 100 m length and 10 m eave height was selected and AISI-ASD (American Iron & Steel Institute-Allowable Stress 

Design) and MBMA-2006 (Metal Building Manufacturers Association-2006) protocols were adopted as design code and 

for load application respectively. The results showed that PEBs gives low base reactions, horizontal deflection at eave, and 

steel take off as compared to the CSBs. The study proved that with increase in loading, the percentage of saving in steel 

increases in pre-engineered building as compared to conventional steel building. Hence, the performance and cost 
effectiveness of pre-Engineered building was much improved under heavy loading as compared to the conventional ones. 

 

Hemant Sharma et al, (2017) “have studied comparison and analysis of PEB & CSB staad Pro. In this case study 

comparison for industrial building is done for bending moments at different sections & the results are compared for 

economy and time saving in construction. After analysis and design the report is concluded with 37% material saving in 

case of PEB than that of CSB. 

 

III. CONCLUSION  
 

From past studies the PEB structures are prove to be more economical and results in material saving. The implementation 

of PEB is increasing but use if PEB is less than expected. The researches show that PEB structures are easy to design. 

These designs are   efficient and results in speedy construction. These structures are more reliable than CSB. Hence the 

more research required for more outputs for design methods and reducing material in PEB structures. 
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